
MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

VolumeVolumeVolumeVolume    Vs TRBLVs TRBLVs TRBLVs TRBL    

11111111/0/0/0/09999/201/201/201/2019999    

POM: Leanne Smith (TRBL) 

POM: Lauren Jennings (Volume) 

 

TRBL completely dominated quarter 1 with quick play throughout the court & accurate 

short & long shots from their new signing GA Holly Humphreys. The play was easy for 

them with great movement, space & passing from all players. Volume just couldn’t keep 

up & made lots of basic errors causing the centre pass to be turned over several times.  

Defensive interceptions from TRBL & missed shots from Volume meant they only scored 

2 goals to TRBL’s 14 

Volume made a defensive change & their player of the match Katie Antcliffe switched to 

GD. The impact of her extra height on court was immediate with some early 

interceptions of high balls allowing Volume to settle & find their stride scoring 9 to 

TRBLs 7 with the quarter ending 21-11 to TRBL 

It was TRBLs turn to make defensive changes for Q3 with their player of match Leanne 

Smith moving from her usual C position to GD. Her tight marking in the circle & depth 

on court really put the pressure on Volumes attack but GS Elizabeth Craig’s positioning 

& holding allowed C Bethan Beazley to make some fantastic passes in to the circle which 

were quickly converted to goals. The quarter ended 26-18 to TRBL 

Another change for TRBL with Claire Beasley taking the C bib. She had great control in 

mid court & directed TRBL to take their time with passing & movement. Volume’s circle 

defenders continued to fight & minimised TRBLs goals to 2 this quarter. Volume gained 

in confidence throughout the game & managed to claw back the scoreline to within 5 

goals gaining the extra point. 

A competitive but friendly game to start off the season. TRBL kept up the pressure & 

speed throughout the game determined to hold on to their early lead & gain the win. 

Volume kept on fighting winning the last 3 quarters but the initial 12 goal gap was just 

too much to make up   

 

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Volume Volume Volume Volume 23 23 23 23 ––––    28 28 28 28 TRBLTRBLTRBLTRBL    
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MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

RG7 Jets Vs VolumeRG7 Jets Vs VolumeRG7 Jets Vs VolumeRG7 Jets Vs Volume    

5555/0/0/0/06666/201/201/201/2019999    

POM: Rachael Wilkinson (RG7 Jets) 

POM: Lauren Jennings (Volume) 

 

The last match of the season and the game started with RG7 getting off to a good start 

with a couple of goals scored early in the quarter.  RG's borrowed GK Olivia James got 

some great interceptions making it hard for Volume to catch up with RG's early lead.  

The first quarter ended 7 - 5 to RG. 

 

The second quarter was evenly matched with Volume's defence making it hard for RG to 

get the ball into the circle.  Volume GD Jennings, picked off some attempted overhead 

passes and with some great play down court by Volume the score in the second quarter 

ended 6 each but overall RG retained their two goal lead. 

 

Both teams continued to fight in the final two quarters with Volumes' GK getting some 

great interceptions during her first game back.  RG just edged ahead in the final half with 

RG's WA Hammond and C Duncan-Brown working the ball well around the circle to feed 

it into the shooters.  The final 5 minutes were tense as Volume fought to get within 5 

goals but a final goal from RG just edged them ahead with the game finishing 27 to RG 

and 21 to Volume. 

 

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: RG7 Jets 27 RG7 Jets 27 RG7 Jets 27 RG7 Jets 27 ––––    Volume 21Volume 21Volume 21Volume 21    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Volume Vs RG7 RocketsVolume Vs RG7 RocketsVolume Vs RG7 RocketsVolume Vs RG7 Rockets    

20202020/0/0/0/03333/201/201/201/2019999    

POM: Lauren Jennings (Volume) 

POM: Laura Milne (RG7 Rockets) 

 

Volume were quick off the blocks scoring the first 4 goals and looked strong with plenty 

of space and movement in mid court and fast on court play especially from GA Andrea 

Varney  

RG7 Rockets were playing their joker so had a mixed team who’d not played together 

before so they initially struggled to keep up making some basic errors. They soon settled 

down though and turned over a few centres with some great interceptions from C Suzie 

Maroof allowing them to bring the score line almost level with Q1 finishing 5-4  

RG7 Rockets kept up the pace throughout this quarter and defended well in the goal 

circle with tight marking by player of the match GD Laura Milne putting the pressure on 

Volumes shooters who struggled to find space and the net. Volume remained patient 

and their player of the match WD Lauren Jennings also kept up the pressure on WA 

Megan Walmsley from LP Hurricanes managing to gain possession and keeping Volume 

in the game with both teams scoring 4 goals in this quarter. Q2 finished 9-8 to Volume  

Another even quarter. RG7 Rockets had great space mid court allowing them time to 

focus on their passing. Volume GK Katie Antcliffe took full advantage of her height in the 

circle grabbing the rebounds pushing the ball straight back up court meaning Volume 

scored 7 to RGs 5. The quarter finished 16-13 to Volume  

All to play for in the final quarter and both teams came out fighting. RG worked hard in 

attack with GA Alix Palmer driving in to the post and creating space in the circle but 

Volumes defence managed to get some turnovers keeping RGs goals to 2. Some great 

shooter to shooter passing from volumes attack gave their GS time to focus on finding 

the net meaning they scored 5. RG kept up the pace but time ran out for them to make a 

full comeback. 

 

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Volume Volume Volume Volume 21 21 21 21 ----    15151515    RG7 RocketsRG7 RocketsRG7 RocketsRG7 Rockets    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Volume Vs RG7 RocketsVolume Vs RG7 RocketsVolume Vs RG7 RocketsVolume Vs RG7 Rockets    

27272727/0/0/0/02222/201/201/201/2019999    

POM: Andrea Varney (Volume) 

POM: Alix Palmer (RG7 Rockets) 

Volume got off to a flying start scoring the first 3 goals. RG responded with some fast on 

court play especially from C Suzie Maroof who pushed the ball to the circle allowing their 

shooters to find their feet and convert their chances. Volume’s defence marked tightly all 

the way down court & some fantastic interceptions from WD Lauren Jennings meant 

they turned over a few centres and took control with the quarter ending 6 goals to 3 in 

their favour 

Volume started to settle at the beginning of Q2, taking time with their passing and 

keeping possession. Their GK Katie Antcliffe took advantage of her height & managed to 

get a few rebounds which went to their player of the match C Andrea Varney who linked 

their defence & attack well. RG kept up the pace throughout Q2 with some great space 

and feeding from WA Charlotte Maskell who unfortunately then had an ankle injury & 

was replaced by Lucy Farrell from Razzlers. Lots of shooter to shooter passing from 

Volume allowed them to get closer to the post managing to score 7 to RGs 5 and the 

quarter ended 13- 8 to Volume 

RG came out fighting in Q3 determined to close the gap. Their defence really put on the 

pressure forcing Volume to make some long passes which were not received & went off 

court. RGs player of the match GA Alix Palmer did some great drives into the circle, 

finding space & converting some long range shots. Volume responded with quick 

accurate passing into the circle by WA Charlotte Denniss straight to their GS Elizabeth 

Craig who was holding her space well.  Basic errors from both teams meant possession 

changed hands several times but it remained an even quarter with RG scoring 7 to 

Volumes 8. Q3 ended 21-15 to Volume  

An even final quarter with both teams scoring 6 goals. RG’s GK Lesley Myers managed to 

intercept some bounce passes into the circle with her tight marking & RG capitalised on 

some missed shots sending the ball back up court to their GS.  100% effort from 

everyone on court particularly from Volumes WA Charlotte Denniss & RG’s WD Ollie 

Thompson who were both playing very fast & were a great match in terms of speed & 

dodging. RG were unable to make up the gap from the first half of the game and the 

enjoyable and friendly game ended with a volume win 27-21    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Volume Volume Volume Volume 27 27 27 27 ----    21212121    RG7 RocketsRG7 RocketsRG7 RocketsRG7 Rockets    



    

MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Volume Vs RG7 JetsVolume Vs RG7 JetsVolume Vs RG7 JetsVolume Vs RG7 Jets    

31313131////11110/20180/20180/20180/2018    

POM: Katie (Volume) 

POM: Jess (RG7 Jets) 

  

  

In the first quarter volume started strong with an awesome defensive display in the circle 

which saw them make crucial interceptions, hampering Jets’ ability to feed their shooters. 

They ended the quarter 6 goals to 3 up, doubling Jets’ score and looked to be in the 

driving seat. Jets came into the second quarter fighting and got some game changing 

interceptions in the circle and mid court to pull the game back and taking the lead, 9 

goals to 8. In the third quarter volume tightened up their defence and turned a couple of 

centres their way but jets fought back and took advantage of some wayward passes into 

the shooters to keep their 1 goal advantage. Jets went into the final quarter 14 goals to 

13 up.  Both teams gave everything, there were a couple of tense turn overs from both 

teams to leave the final result wide open.  Jets shooters got a couple of great long shots 

in and the team managed to play a possession game in the final few minutes to hold 

onto their 1 point lead. Final score was 18 goals to 17 and Jets’ first win of the season. 

Well done to both teams POM who were Katie from Volume and Jess from RG7 Jets    

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Volume 17 Volume 17 Volume 17 Volume 17 ----    RG7 Jets 18RG7 Jets 18RG7 Jets 18RG7 Jets 18    

        



MATCH MATCH MATCH MATCH REPORTREPORTREPORTREPORT 

Volume Volume Volume Volume Vs Vs Vs Vs Thunderbirds 1Thunderbirds 1Thunderbirds 1Thunderbirds 1    

19191919/09/201/09/201/09/201/09/2018888    

POM: Vicky Heath (Volume)  

POM: Abbie Walker (Thunderbirds 1) 

  

  

A very wet & windy evening meant difficult playing conditions and a slow start to the 

game with both teams struggling to catch or throw a slippery ball! 

 

Thunderbirds circle defenders put the pressure on with tight marking throughout Q1 

forcing Volume to switch their GA and GS at the start of Q2 

 

Thunderbirds looked strong with plenty of space and movement in mid court and fast on 

court play especially from C Yasmin Brown. Fantastic shooting from their player of the 

match Abbie Walker meant they stormed ahead in Q2 scoring 11 goals to Volume’s 2. 

The quarter ended 15-5 to Thunderbirds 

 

Volume responded with another change in their shooting combo and came out fighting 

in Q3. Player of the match GA Vicky Heath worked well with GS Kelly Bailey creating 

more space in the circle & more time for accurate shooting. An even quarter with both 

teams scoring 6 goals 

 

Thunderbirds pushed up the pace again in the final quarter & some great interceptions 

from GK Jo Healing allowed them to turn over a few centres increasing the lead. Volume 

kept on fighting & managed to hold on to gain a point in the final few minutes  

    

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Volume 16Volume 16Volume 16Volume 16    ––––    Thunderbirds 1 30Thunderbirds 1 30Thunderbirds 1 30Thunderbirds 1 30    

 


